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Reviewer's report:

1. Discretionary Revision
   Section - Background; Third paragraph; Third to last sentence.
   A more detailed genomic location of the 5-HTTLPR would be beneficial (e.g. located in the promoter region of the serotonin transporter gene (SLC6A4)).

2. Discretionary Revision
   Section - Methods.
   A description of the methods used to obtain the reference COMT and 5HTTLPR genotypes for the sample participants in order to compare concordances with the experimental genotypes is warranted.

3. Discretionary Revision
   Section - Results and Discussion; Study 2; DNA Quality.
   An additional T-test to determine if the Sarstedt pledget produces a statistically significant higher A260/A280 ratio compared to whole saliva would be relevant.

4. Minor Essential Revision
   Section - Conclusions; Second Paragraph; Last Sentence
   There are two periods at the end of the last sentence in the second paragraph of the conclusions section.
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